PRODUCT INFORMATION

Replacement for Onan® P/N 332-1956
VR-21 Regulator Control Board
(FS P/N 56-1956-00)

LIST OF FEATURES:

• Mounting footprint and terminal locations identical to original board. No modification required to install.
• Heavy conformal coating applied for moisture and vibration resistance.
• Upgraded components used throughout the board.
• User-replaceable fuses.
• Rugged barrier strip and improved, more durable power resistors.
• Also available: A modified version of the 56-1956-00 to replace Onan® P/N 332-2045

MAINTENANCE SUGGESTION:

When replacing control board we also recommend replacing SCR Pack to ensure proper operation. (Stocked by FSI: P/N 56-1268/1956-SCR)